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MCN: A NEUTRON MONTE CARLO CODE

by

E. D. CashvmU, J. R. Neergeard,
W. M. Taylor, and G. D. Turner

ABSTRACT

The ganara) purpose Monta Cario neutron code MCN it dascribad in
detail to halp tha uiar »»t up and run hit own problems. Tha coda traats
general three-dimensional geometric configuration* of materials, and >an uta
point cron-Mction data in althar tha Lieermore (LLL) or ».he Alderrnatton
(AWRE) format.

Optional standard variant* raduction techniques ara built into tha coda.
Sourca information may ba iniartad in comptata generality, although cartain
itandard sources ara included.

Nautron thcrmaliiation ii traatad by a fraa-gn modal. In this treatment,
light nuclei at* asiumri to have a Maximilian vatodty distribution with
spatially dapandant temperatures that may also vary with time.

Standard out)Mit includes cunent? and fluxes acroM arbitrary surfaces in
tha problem, avaratir f!use* in designated carts, fluxes at each of a sat of point
detectors in spaee, and tha number of particles captured In a oeN as a function
of enwgy and time.

A sample problem is described and set up, and the complete computer
listing of a trial run is ojven.

I. Introduction

The general Monte Carlo neutron code MCN is
written in FORTRAN IV. This program treats an arbi-
trary three-dimensional configuration of materials in geo-
metric cells bounded by first- and second-degree surfaces,
and some special fourth-degree surfaces.

The cross-seciiona! information necessary to treat
the interactions of neutrons with matter may be included
in the code in great detail. The code can deai with
ekmeni cross sections from the nuclear data compilations
of the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (LLL), as well as
those of Aldermaston (AWRE), at the users' discretion.
The cross sections used in the program are usually read

from the library presently maintained on the disk of the
MANIAC at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
(LASL).

The code includes standard variance reduction tech-
niques, which are optional and are described in this
report. Also, the present code treats the ihermalizaiion of
neutrons by the free-gas model, (n this treatment, when
considering elastic collisions between neutrons and light
atoms, the Satter are assumed to be in a MaxweU distribu-
tion with some thermal temperature thai may be a func-
tion of time.

A number of useful quantities are included as stand-
ard output, such as currents and (luxes across arbitrary
surface? In the problem, average fluxes in designated cells.



fluxes at each of a set of point detectors in space, and the
number of captures in a cell as a function of energy and
time.

A great deal of effort has gone into making this
code as general and as versatile as possible, while at the
same time keeping it simple to use. It is the latest of a
series of general Monte Carlo neutron codes that began
with a program written by Johnston.' The mechanics of
setting up and running a problem are discussed below
drawing heavily on an intern?: memorandum by Taylor;2

a manual for another of our family of codes. In addition
to these references, a general introduction to the type of
calculation considered here is found in Ref. 3.

The units used in MCN are as follows.

1. Lengths in centimeters.

2. Times in shakes (Iff8 sec).

3. Energies in MeV.

4. Atomic densities in units of 10* atoms/cm3.

5. Cross sections in barns (10"** cm*).

II. Geometry

The code will handle any number (limited only by
the storage capabilities of the computer) of geometric
cells bounded by first- and second-degree surfaces, as well
as some fourth-degree surfaces. The subdivision of the
physical system into cells is not necessarily governed by
the different material regions occurring, but may take
into consideration the problems of sampling as well as the
restrictions necessary to specify a unique geometry. For
the latter, suppose that f(x,y,z) = 0 is the equation of a
surface in the problem. For an arbitrary space point
(X0,yo .ZQ), the sign of the quantity f(x0,yo,z0) is dafmed
as the sense of the point (xo ,yo ,zo) with respect to the
surface f(x,y,z) = 0. It is clear that points in space are
divided into two disjoint sets-those with positive sense
with respect to the surface, and those with negative sense
(we ignore the points on the surface, which have zero
sense). Further, one must always write the equation
f(x,y,z) = 0 in the same way if ((xQ,yo,ZQ) is to be unique-
ly defined since -f(x,y £) = 0 is also a perfectly acceptable
way to represent the surface. If our equations are always
written in the same manner, we require, in specifying the
geometry of a problem, that all points in a cell must have
the same sense with respect to a bounding surface, and
this must be true for each bounding surface of the cell.
Graphically, this means that all points are on the same
"side" cf a bounding surface, which rules out a cell such
as depicted in Fig. 1 where c and d are reentrant surfaces.
One way to remedy this situation, and there are clearly
others, is to introduce surface f and make two cells out of
one.

Fig. 1.

Further, it is essential that the description of the
geometry of a cell be such as to eliminate any ambiguities
as to which region of space is meant. That is, a particle
entering a cell should be able to uniquely determine
which cell it is in from the senses of the bounding sur-
faces. This eliminates a geometry such as shown in Fig. 2.
Suppose the figure is rotationally symmetric about the
y-axis. A particle entering cell (2) from the inner spherical
region might think it was entering cell (1) because a test
of the senses of its coordinates would satisfy the descrip-
tion of cell (1) as well is that of cell (2). In such cases, we
introduce an "ambiguity surface1' such as e, the plane
y = 0. An ambiguity surface need not be a bounding
surface of a cell, but of course it may be, and frequently
is, the bounding surface of some cell other than the one in
question. However, the surface must be listed among
those in the problem. Referring to cells (1) and (2) in Fig.
2, we augment the description of each by listing its sense
relative Jo surface e, as well as that of each of its regular
bounding surfaces. A particle in cell (1) cannot have the
same sense relative to e as does a particle in cell (2).

rig, 2.



III. Cross Sections or

Since in MCN we treat the various reactions pre-
cisely as they are described in the LLL and the UK
compilations, we do not discuss the details of these reac-
tions. The user may obtain listings of the cross sections, as
well as a description of the various processes treated, in
these cross section libraries. MCN uses the data directly
from these compilations with no editing and with no
changes apart from trivial modifications such as listing
probabilities on our tape, instead of cross sections, to
speed up the calculation. The cross sections are read into
the problem in as much detail as is provided, and the
program uses linear interpolation between the points
given. This applies to the angular data, where we also
interpolate between the angular distributions given at two
distinct energies to obtain the scattering angle from an
elastic or inelastic collision. If no angular data are pto-
vided for an inelastic collision, we assume the scattering is
iso tropic in the system of coordinates in which the energy
is given. Similarly, when outcoming energy distributions
from a reaction are given for a set of discrete incoming
energies, we linearly interpolate between distributions to
obtain the resulting energy of the neutron.

Our aim has been to use the data provided in this
code with no introduction of significant alt'rations or
processing of the data by us.

IV. Estimation of Errors

Let us assume that, in 3 Monte Carlo calculation,
the independent sample values x, ,xj,. . . x^ are drawn
from a population with a probability distribution that
may be unknown. Consequently, even the mean E(x) and
the variance o2(x) may have to be approximated by their
sample values. Certainly this is the case for most of the
quo itities of interest scored in the present code.

We define the sample mean
N

a2(x) 2 -

N La

and the sample variance of x

N

1-1

N

x 2 - x2

N J-4 i

where N represents the total sample drawn from the
population. For example, in our neutron transport calcu-
lations, N represents the number of neutrons started from
the source and Xj represents the total contribution to x
from the ith starting particle. This latter definition of Xj is
important, for in using various methods of importance
sampling and even in treating physical processes such as
fission or (n-2n) reactions leading to the creation of
neutrons, the i th particle and its offspring may contribute
many times to a category or value x.

We are interested in estimating the .'nor of the
sample mean x. It is well-known that if one draws a
sample of size N from a population with true mean E(x)
and variance a2, then with

E(x) = E(x)

a 2

Variance (x) * -n-

Conscquently, we have for our estimate of the variance of
the sample mean

-2

Because N is usually sufficiently large that the error is
negligible in replacing N - 1 by N, the code uses the
following formula for the standard deviation of the
sample mean.

s a(x)

where o(x) refers to the standard deviation of the sample
mean, x.

In applying this result to the sample values obtained
by Monte Carlo, one uses the Central Limit Theorem
from statistics, which may be stated in the form

lim Prob

< E(x) +

(x) + a -175- < x
N

9 1/2 / dt.



In terms of our sample variance, we restate this
result in the following approximate form for large N.

Prob [cta(x) < x - E(x) < 0 a ( x ) ]

2

88 — fl

/2TT J
d t

a

In this form, results from Monte Carlo calculations are
readily interpreted from tables of the normal distribution,
function.

In the present code, we give the errors in the form
o"(x)/x, that is, we give the relative error corresponding to
one standard deviation of the mean. This may be inter-
preted by using the Central Limit Theorem to mean that
there is a 68.3% chance that the error is no larger than the
value listed.

V. Sampling Techniques

Frequently, in Monte Carlo calculations, straight
analogue sampling leads to prohibitively long running
times to determine some quantity of interest with accept-
able accuracy. Consequently, one tries to improve the
efficiency of Monte Carlo sampling techniques. We call a
class of schemes to alter or bias the probability density
function, so as to sample more effectively the important
particles, importance sampling. The brisk idea may be
demonstrated by considering the evaluation of the follow-
ing simple one-dimensional integral.

• / '

f(x) p(x) dx

where p(x) is a probability density function, / a
p(x)dx=l. In straight analogue sampling, one would
choose points X|,... ,xN jrom the density function p(x)
and form the mean value f.

N1 y f(x)

This yields the Monte Carlo value for the integral. The
variance of the random variable f(x), a2, is given by

a2 - / [f (x) - F ] 2 p ( x ) d x - E ( f 2 ) - F 2 .
•/<

Now suppose we sample from the density function
p(x) instead of from p(x). For each point Xj selected from
p"(x), we give it the weight w(Xj)= rXx /̂p^Xj), and score
the contribution of particle x8 as w(Xj)f(Xj). The expected
score is given by

w(x)f(x)p(x)dx

• / '

f ( x ) p ( x ) d x

so that the mean value is again F. However, the variance
of the variable w(x)f(x) is given by

[w(x)f(x) - F] p(x)dx

and is not usually the same as the variance in f(x) when
we sample from p(x). Hence, it may be possible through
judicious choice of ]5(x) to decrease the variance in a
calculation (while leaving the mean unchanged, of
course). The decrease of variance is usually the primary
reason for altering the probability density function,
although one may do so in case the density p(x) is
difficult to sample.

In solving the Boltzmann transport equation, as we
do with this program, it is possible to show that if the
various density functions entering the equation are altered
in just the right way, then the sampling procedure has
zero variance. The solution of the adjoint transport equa-
tion must be known and it is not possible to achieve a
zero variance scheme in a practical case, but it is useful in
helping to find better sampling techniques.

A. Particle Splitting with Russian Roulette. Each
cell in the problem is assigned an importance, a number
which should be proportional to the average value that
neutrons in the cell have for the quantity being scored.
When a neutron of weight 1 passes from a cell of lower
importance I to one of higher importance I', the particle
is split into identical particles of lower weight according
to the following recipe. IV I'/I is an integer n, the particle
is split into n identical particles, each of weight 1/n = I/I'.
If I/I is not an integer, let n = [I'/I], where [x] stands for
the largest integer in x. Now the particle is split into n + 1
identical particles, each of weight l/(n + 1). On the other
hand, if a neutron passes from a region of higher
importance I to one of lower importance I', so that
I ' / K l , then the particle is killed with probability



1 - I'll, and followed further with probability I'll and
weight Ifl'.

This technique is perhaps the simplest and most
reliable of all the variance reducing techniques used in
general geometry codes. It can lead to substantial savings
in machine time when used judiciously. Generally, in a
deep penetration problem, one should arrange the split-
ting boundaries so as to keep the number of particles
traveling in the desired direction more or less constant,
that is, approximately equal to the number of particles
started from the source.

B. Path Length Stretching. In a deep penetration
problem such as frequently occurs in neutron shielding
calculations, those particles that suffer relatively few
collisions are apt to be the most important, although
there are fewer of them. In such a case, it may be helpful
to choose the distance to the next collision from a distri-
bution in which the total cross section has been
decreased, always correcting for the longer path lengths
by altering the statistical weights of the particles involved.

On the other hand, it can also occur that one is
interested in studying some collision process in a rela-
tively thin material so that most of the particles traverse
the region of interest with few, if any, collisions. In this
case, it may prove advantageous, to choose the distance to
the next collision in such a region from an exponential
distribution in which the total cross section has been
increased.

To expedite treatment of the problems mentioned
above, MCN provides for a function q(a) of each cell a to
be defined as a positive or negative integer. The total
macroscopic cross section in the cell a is then taken to t e
a = Tite'o insofar as neutron fansport through that cell
is concerned. If a neutron escapes from the cell and
travels a distance x in so doing (the distance x determined
by using the fictitious crossysection a'), the neutron
weight is multiplied by e^ a - c r )* . However, if a particle
has a edition in the cell after traveling a distance x, the
neutron weight is multiplied by a/a' e^a~°)*.

A word of caution: Although this technique can
and has been used successfully to reduce variances in a
variety of problems, unrestricted and excessive use of this
device may do more harm than good. It is certainly
neither as safe nor as foolproof to use as particle splitting
with Russian roulette.

C. Statistical Estimation of Flux at a Point. Con-
sider the problem of computing the neutron flux at a
designated set of detector points in space. A standard way
of treating this problem is to use statistical estimation at
each collision point, that is, to compute the probability of
the neutron scattering at just the correct angle to hit a
unit area normal to the line joining the collision point and
the detector point, and, moreover, to reach the detector
with no further collisions.

Suppose we are following a neutron that has a
collision and scatters at an angle 0 about the line of flight

of the neutron. If v = cos 0, let \>(y)Av be the probability
of scattering between v and v + di>. The probability of
scattering so as to hit a unit area at a distance r from the
collision point along the new direction is given by

p(v)dv (2irdv)
P(V)

For isotropic scattering in the laboratory system,
p(»>)=l/2 so that the above expression reduces to
l/(4iTr2), as it should, The probability of the neutron
reaching the detector with no further collisions is given by
e"°r, where a is the macroscopic total cross section at the
new scattered energy of The particle.

To compute the probabilities above, one must use
the information in the code to determine the scattering
probabilities and the new particle energy for each of the
scattering processes treated. For example, in the case of
elastic scattering, the angular scattering probabilities are
stored in the center-of-mass system of coordinates, where-
as v = cos 8 is the anjjle of scattering in the "laboratory
system. However, we have the well-known relations

V
1 + AU

V 1 + A + 2Ay

where A is the ratio of the mass of the target atom to that
of the neutron, and

E'

where E is the incoming neutron energy, E' is the energy
of the scattered particle, and r = ( A - 1 ) 2 / ( A + I ) 2 .
Making use of these formulas, we may compute
p(»>) = p[At(>0] d/i/di>. Knowing v from the position of a
detector point, we may compute n(v), hence determine
p(v) and the outcoming energy of the scattered neutron.

In treating the various inelastic processes, one must
allow for scattering and energy distributions given in
either the laboratory or the center-of-mass systems. In the
first case, the evaluation of p(i>) is simple, but in the
second case, one must use the appropriate formulas
linking the incoming laboratory energy of the neutron,
the outgoing laboratory energy, the outgoing energy in
the center-of-mass system, the scattering angle in the
center-of-mass system, and the scattering angle in the
laboratory system. We shall not give these formulas, but
they are readily derived from considerations of the
collision process.

When the detector point is outside the scattering
region, this method of calculating flux is in general quite
reliable. However, when collisions can occur arbitrarily



close to the detector, the variance of the flux can become
infinite. Several methods have been devised to counteract
this situation.4*5 MCN contains only the simple device of
computing an average contribution for collisions in a
spherical neighborhood of the detector. To be more pre-
cise, if one assumes that the flux is isotropic and uniform
in a spherical region surrounding the point, one can easily
deriv2 the expression

2p(v )

3 * r o

for the average, contribution to the flux at the detector
for particles colliding in the spherical region, where p(p)
and a are defined as above, and ro is the radius of the
sphere about the point. Using this expression does not
cure all difficulties arising in the computation of flux at a
point, but it can help to prevent the rare collision, very
close to the detector, from seriously perturbing the calcu-
lation. The choice of r0 may require some experimenta-
tion, because the sphere should be large enough to enclose
a reasonable number of collisions, but not so large that
the assumptions are violated. For a typical problem, ro
may be chosen as a fraction of a mean free path, but it is
most important that one should obtain a good sample in
the vicinity of the point detector. Otherwise, either the
estimate of the flux will be too low or the occasional
collision in the vicinity of the detector will carry too
much weight, leading to large variances in the result.

A scheme which may often be used to advantage
when the detector is embedded in the scattering medium
has been suggested by Everett.6 Suppose the point detec-
tor is enclosed by a finite set of spheres of decreasing
radii, n r2,... rn (n is in general a small positive integer).
It is simple to obtain the estimate of the flux outside of
the sphere of radius ri (call it Fj), then the estimate
outside of r2 (F2), and so on until we obtain the estimate
of the flux outside of the sphere of radius rn (Fn).
Plotting Fj vs r; leads to an extrapolated value for the flux
at the point. Because no information is obtained from
collision points inside rn , it is important that rn not be so
large that extrapolation is risky, yet not be so small that a
collision point close to the boundary of the n th sphere
can cause 2 large perturbation in the estimate. One can
best gauge the sue of the spheres to be used from analysis
of the physical problem and experimentation. The latter
is particularly helpful in the choice of rn. Again, if the
detector is not in a fairly accessible region, so that the
occasional collison close by is very important, then bias-
ing is called for to increase the number of particles in the
vicinity of the detector. With poor sampling in the neigh-
borhood of the point, no scheme is reliable.

Standard tallies. Definitions of some of the terms
used to specify the output of MCN are given.

1. Currents Across Surfaces. By the current across a
surface in a given direction we mean simply the number
of particles crossing the surface in that direction as a
function of time, energy, and angle with the normal to
the surface. The code will yield the number crossing in
each of the two directions of crossing for any subset of
the boundary surfaces in the problem, and will tally the
number of neutrons crossing in a common set of time,
energy, and angle bins. The two directions of crossing are
designated by (- to +) and (+ to - ) . The symbol (- to +)
means that the particles cross the surface from a cell that
has negative sense with respect to that surface into a cell
that has positive sense with respect to that surface. The
symbol (+ to - ) is interpreted similarly, obviously refer-
ring to crossing in the opposite direction. In the problem
printout, we use the more descriptive term "number of
neutrons crossing" instead of "current" to avoid confu-
sion.

2. Flux at a Surface. By flux we mean track length
per unit volume per unit time. In printing out the flux
across a boundary surface in the problem, we give the flux
integrated over the entire surface, as well as over time and
energy intervals. Hence, the average flux over the surface
for the time and energy bins may be obtained by dividing
by the surface area. In the sampling process, whenever a
neutron of weight W crosses the surface in any direction,
we compute n, the cosine of the angle the line of flight of
the particle makes with the normal to the surface, form
the quantity W/|/z|, and dump it into the appropriate
time and energy bin for the flux.

3. Flux Tally in Cells. Frequently, in computing
reactions, it is convenient to tally the average flux in a cell
as a function of time and energy. Here we actually com-
pute the total track length of the particles in the cell and
divide by the volume of the cell. This method of comput-
ing average flux takes account of the geometric shape of
the cell, and it can yield an accurate value of the flux in
thin regions where few collisions take place.

4. Capture Tally in Cells. This is a straightforward
collection of the number of particles captured in a desig-
nated set of cells of the problem. The information is
classified into time and energy bins.

5. Flux Tally at Points. We described this calcula-
tion in Sec. V. C. The flux is computed as a function of
time and energy at a prescribed set of points in space.

In any of the tallies described above, beside each
quantity printed there appears the estimated error in that
quantity. As described in our discussion of errors in
Monte Carlo calculations, we print the relative error
obtained by dividing a(x) by x. x refers to the mean
quantity tallied, and a{x) refers to the sample standard
deviation in x.



It is implicit in the definition of x, but we empha-
size the fact that all tallied quantities described above are
normed by the number of particles starting from the
source. That is, all answers are given "per starting neu-
tron."

VI. Execution o~~ Monte Carlo Neutron Programs

A. Initiation. The initiating program MCNI is
employed in the first stage of the Monte Carlo solution.
This program reads the problem deck, which is a descrip-
tion of the physical system and desired tallies, processes
this information, and produces a data file needed by the
running program MCN.

The problem deck consists of cards grouped as
follows:

Problem ID card

Cell cards

Blank card

Surface cards

Blank card

Data cards

Blank card

The format of these cards is defined below.
The data file written by MCNI has the following

structure:

Fixed data, such as geometry and tally controls
(record #1)

Cross sections required by this problem (record
#2)

Tally record (initial) (record #3)

If the option to store certain cross sections in Extended
Core Storage (ECS) on the CDC-6600 or in the Large
Core Memory (LCM) on the CDC-7600 is taken, an addi-
tional record of this data is written following the (fast
core) cross-section record.

During its processing cycle, MCNI also prints out
the card images of the problem deck, error messages if
any, and other information pertinent to the problem
initiation.

B. Running. The' second stage, and succeeding
stages if necessary, comprise the actual Monte Carlo calcu-
lation. This is executed by MCN, the running program.
Input to MCN consists of the data file produced by the
initiating program MCNI and a single data card, the run

card. The run card contains the following problem
parameters.

Problem time cut-off in shakes

Weight cut-off

Job time in minutes

NDP, printout cycle (tally printout occurs every
NDP histories)

NDM, tally record write cycle

Tally record number (specifying telly record to
begin this run with)

NPP, terminal history number (calculation stops
after NPP histories)

The format of this card is defined by the FORTRAN
statement F0RMAT(3E 10,4110).

After reading the run card, MCN reads the fixed
data and cross-section data from the data file. The speci-
fied tally record is then found and the calculation pro-
ceeds. (When the calculation is just beginning, only the
initial tally record written by MCNI exists.) Shortly
before the job time is to expire, MCN writes the latest
tally record at the end of the data file. The Monte Carlo
calculation is continued by stages, if desired, by executing
MCN and reading the last tally record in the data file at
each stage. As the calculation continues, the data file
expands to accommodate the latest tally records.

C. File Manipulation. MCNI finds the needed cross
sections by reading from a file called CODETP. The data
file produced by MCNI is written to a file called RUNTP,
which in turn is read by MCN. In practice, CODETP is a
fixed magnetic tape consisting of three files; (1) MCN and
its subroutines, (2) MCNI and its subroutine, and (3)
neutron cross sections for all nuclides of interest. RUNTP
is a scratch magnetic tape of two files; (1) a copy of the
first file on the CODETP, namely, MCN and its sub-
routines, and (2) the data file.

The procedure used when initiating a calculation
begins with mounting the CODETP and a scratch tape as
RUNTP. The first file of the CODETP is copied over to
the RUNTP. The second file of the CODETP, MCNI and
subroutine, is then loaded and executed. At this point,
the cross-section file is in position to be read. After
writing the data file to RUNTP, MCNI rewinds RUNTP.
Once the running stage is begun, the first file of RUNTP,
a copy of MCN and subroutines, is loaded and executed.
The data file is then in position to be read by MCN. To
continue a calculation, only RUNTP is needed. The usual
practice in a job initiating a calculation is to proceed into
the running stage immediately after MCNI has finished,
without first checking the initiation printout for errors. A
brief run here by MCN costs little and often reveals errors,



especially because the orderly completion of the initiation
does not guarantee that ihe problem deck is correct.

Appendix A provides listings of "initiate and run"
and "continue run" control card decks used within the
operating systems for LASL'S CDC-6600 and CDC-7600
computers.

D. Card Format. Cell cards, surface cards, and data
cards all conform to the same format. Columns i-5 are
reserved for the name (or number) associated with the
card, if any. The name (or number) field can appear
anywhere in columns !-5. Blanks in these columns indi-
cate a continuation of the data from the last named card.
Columns o-72 are for data entry associated with the
name. With some exceptions on cell cards, separation
between data entries is by one or more blank columns. In
general, data entries may be integers or real numbers,
inasmuch as the program makes the appropriate conver-
sion. All items are read from the data field with a
FORTRAN E20fornat.

Two features of the FLOCO II loader have been
incorporated into the code io facilitate card preparation.

!. nR: Repeat the last entry before this state-
ment n times.

2. kl: Insert k linear interpolates between the
entries immediately preceding and following
this state.

These features apply to both integer and floating
point quantities and may be used wherever applicable.

E. Problem ID Card. Any ID card may be used for
problem identification; columns 1-80 are read. This card
must be included even if it is a blank.

F. Cell Cards. The number of the cell is in columns
!-5. Columns 6-72 will contain, in the following order,

1. The cell material number,

2. The cell material atomic density, and

3. A complete list consisting of the number of a
surface bounding the cell followed by the
numbers of those cells on the other side of the
surface which could be entered by a neutron
leaving the given cell; a second surface, if it
exists, followed by the cells on the other side
into which a particle may escape, etc., running
through all bounding surfaces of the cell.

The numbers of the surfaces bounding a cell are
signed quantities, the sign being determined by the sense
any point within the cell has with respect to the surface.
If the sense is positive, the sign should be omitted. The
list consisting of the surface number followed by the
number of the cells on the other side is a list in the sense
that each entry except the last must be followed imme-
diately be a comma. The absence of the comma indicates
that another bounding surface follows with its attendant
cells on the other side. Blanks may be used optionally to
further separate list entries. Ambiguity surfaces are
treated as bounding surfaces having no cells on the other
side. In this case, omit the comma following the number.

If a cell is a void, this may be indicated by entering
a cell material number of 0 and omitting the density
entry.

G. Surface Cards. The number of the surface
appears in columns 1-5. MCN provides that any surface
appearing in the problem may be a reflecting surface. To
designate a reflecting surface, the space on the surface
card immediately preceding the surface number should
contain an asterisk. A neutron hitting such a surface finds
itself specularly reflected and the calculation continues.
Columns 6-72 contain, in the following order,

1. An alphabetic mnemonic indicating the surface
type, and

2. The surface coefficients in proper order.

We list here the surface types, their mnemonics, and the
order of entry of the surface coefficients.

Mnemonic

P

PX

PY

PZ

S0

S

SX

Ax + By +

X

y

(x-x)2 +

(x-x)2 +

Tvoe

Cz -

-

z ••

2
2 -

(y-y)

y2

(Eauation)

D = 0

D = 0

D = 0

D <* 0

R = 0

+ 22 -

R2

R2
= 0

= 0

Coefficients in
Order of Entrv

A, B, C, D

DD X
D /
Rv
v.

x, y, z,"R
x, R

'••• s

i

\



Mnemonic

SY

SZ

C/X

C/Y

C/Z

CX

CY

CZ

K/X

K/Y

K/Z

KX

KY

KZ

SO

X 2 +

x 2 +

(x-x)2

(x-x)2 +

X 2

x2 +
-t2(x-x)2

(x-x)2 -

(x-x)2 +
-t2(x-x)2

X2 -

x2 +

A(x-x)2 +

Type (Equation)

(y-y)2 +

y2 +

(y-y)2 +

+

(y-y)2

y2 +
+

y 2

+ (y-y)2

t2(y-y)2

(y-y)2 -
+ y2 +

t2(y-y)2
2 2

y - t
B(y-y)2

Z2 -

(z-5)2 -
(z-z)2 -

(z-i)2 -
-

z2 -

Z 2 -

-

+ (z-z)
+ (z-5)

t2 (z-i)
z 2

+ z2

(z-i)2

+ C(z-z)

R2 = 0

R2 * 0

R2 = 0

R2 - 0

R2 = 0

R2 - 0

• R2 - 0

R2 - 0
2 = 0
2 = o
2 = o

= 0

= 0

= 0
2

GQ

QD

+ 2D(x-x) + 2E(y-y)

+ 2F(z-i) + G = 0

Ax2 + By2 + Cz2 + Dxy + Eyz

+ Fzx + Gx + Hy + Jz + K =

(y-y)2/b (z-i)2/c2

Coefficients in
Order of Entry

y , R

, R

, R

. R

R

R

R

X, t '

A,

F ,

A,

H,

y»

z,

B,

G,

B,

J ,

i»

t 2

c,
x ,

c,
K

b ,

D,

y»

D.

c

E,

z

E,

*In this case, the equation shown is that of the ellipse in the yz-plane which generates the fourth-degree surface
actually used in the code by the process of revolving the ellipse about the y-axis. The resulting elliptic torus has the equation

Ao(x2+s2) ,(x2 + z2 + py2 - 2py> + B ) 2

•> o o
where p = ^ f^-

- 2 2 - 2
B = z - c + py

A = 4 z 2

o
Because the torus is completely defined by trie ellipse, we specify only the simpler equation in setting up the geometry.

H. Data cards. All data cards are distinguished by
the alphabetic first character of the name. Data cards
break down into the following six categories. If a data
card contains all zeros, it may be omitted.

1. Cell Specification Cards. The names associated
with the cell specification cards are 10, Y6, Y7
Rl, . . . ,Rn. Thest; cards continue the specification of

quantities by cell. The entries on the 10, Y6, and
Rl Rn cards must correspond to the order in which
the cell cards are placed in the deck. There are no order-
ing restrictions on either cell or surface cards; thus, the
n th entry on an 10 card must be that value assigned to the
cell occupying the n t n position among the cell card
entries.



The usage is as follows.

10: Cell importance.

Y6: q(a), where 2""l(a) o t o t is the fictitious cross
section used in cell a to compute distance to
the next collision.

R0: A sequence of times t i , t2 , . . . ,tn at which the
cell thermal energies are given.

R!: Cell thermal energies at the 1st time t j .

Rn: Cell thermal energies at the n t h time, tn .

Importances are cell constants independent of the energy
of the neutron, thus necessitating only one entry per cell.

The cell thermal treatment requires an appropriate
thermal "cut in" energy for the problem (see DO card).
All neutrons above this energy are treated as scattered
from stationary nuclei. At neutron energies below this
cut-in, and for scattering nuclei not belonging to one of a
select group of light atoms, the elastic scattering event is
treated as scattering from a sta.ionary nucleus isotropic-
ally in the laboratory system with no energy loss. The
select group of light nuclei, which always includes hydro-
gen and deuterium if present in the problem, are consid-
ered to be in thermal motion, having a MaxweUian distri-
bution of velocities determined by the cell thermal
energy. Scattering on these nuclei now includes the effect
of the thermal motion. This treatment of thermalization
of neutrons is often described as using the free-gas model.

The cell thermal energies can further be specified as
a function of time. The thermal energies as a function of
cell (each cell has its own thermal energy) are given at a
discrete set of times t i , . . . _tn. The first time, t i , is
written as the first entry on tLe R0 card; the second time,
t2 , becomes the second entry on the R0 card, etc.,
through the n values of the time. The thermal energies at
time ti are listed, cell by cell, on the Rl card; the
corresponding cell thermal energies at time t2 are listed
on the R2 card, etc. A linear interpolation is used to
determine the cell thermal energies at times between two
entries. Time values occurring before t i , or after t n , use
the thermal energies at the nearest time entry. Because
thermal energy entries are required only for those cells
whose material composition includes one of the select
group of light elements treated by the free-gas model, aU
other cell entries can be set to zero.

Note. Here we use kT to denote the thermal energy
of a cell rather than the more correct 3/2 kT. Of course,
our units of energy are MeV.

2. Source Cards. The names associated with the
source cards are Sn, U0, V0, and WO. All or some of these
cards may be used with a particular source. (More details

about the source subroutines are given in Appendix B.)
The usage is as follows.

Sn: The particular source used may be specified
by n. One may build up a library of sources
each of which is denoted by a subscript, n; at
present 1 < n < 8 .

U0: Source fack fractions (described below).

V0: Cumulative probabilities that the energy of a
source particle is less than the corresponding
energy entry in WO.

WO: A table of energies of source particles.

V0 and WO together give the distribution function of the
energy spectrum. A random number, £, on the range (0,i)
yields a unique starting energy by linear interpolation
from this energy distribution function. The source may be
arbitrary in MCN provided that it gives a complete de-
scription of the starting neutron's initial parameters.
Usually this amounts to a specification of the position,
direction, time, energy, weight, the number of the cell
started from, and/or the number of the surface started on.
Any or all of these quantities may be completely deter-
minate or sampled from some distribution. The entries on
the Sn card are generally associated with the weight, cell
name, and/or surface name.

The first entry on the WO card should be the mini-
mum neutron energy from the source, followed by the
energy entries in order of increasing magnitude through
the maximum allowable energy. As mentioned above, the
entries on the V0 card are the cumulative probabilities
that a source neutron has an energy less than or equal to
the corresponding entry on the WO card. In this case, the
first entry on the V0 card must always be 0 and the last
entry must be 1. However, if the source probability distri-
bution is derived from data giving the number of neutrons
started in each energy group, this data can be entered
directly onto the V0 card. The first entry is again 0,
followed by the input for each energy group up through
the highest energy group. The code will process these
entries to form the corresponding probability distribu-
tion. The code distinguishes between the two modes of
entry on the V0 card by examining the last entry. If this
is 1, it assumes that a cumulative probability distribution
was read in; otherwise, it processes the data to form the
distribution.

The entries on the U0 card are used to bias the
energy distribution of the source. We call these entries
track fractions. Track fraction is the fraction of neutron
histories (regardless of the weights attached to these
histories), or "tracks" started in a given energy interval.
For example, we may start more tracks at high energies in
a shielding problem, correcting the distribution by alter-
ing the weights assigned to these tracks. In this way we
should always start the correct amount of weight in each

10



energy interval. The first entry on the UO card must be a
0. This is followed by an entry proportion!] to the num-
ber of tracks to be started in the lowest energy group, the
entries continuing in the same way, one for each energy
group, through the highest group defined for the source.
But when one is biasing the source by using a UO card,
then the entries on the VO card must also be proportional
to the number of particles from the actual source in the
corresponding energy groups. (Note: A cumulative prob-
ability distribution on the VO card is not used when the
UO card is used.) The code normalizes tiie entries on the
UO and VO cards, divides the fraction of actual source
particles in an energy bin by the fraction of tracks started
(the "fictitious source") in that bin to obtain the vwight
assigned to particles in that energy group, puts the appro-
priate weights so obtained in the proper location* in the
UO block, and finally stores a cumulative probability
distribution for the fictitious source (the distribution of
tracks) in the VO block in the correct storage locations.

In a similar way, it is sometimes helpful to bias the
directions of the emerging source particles. For example,
one might send more particles or tracks in a given direc-
tion than would normally emit from the source in that
direction. Again, the directional distribution is corrected
by altering the weights of the emerging particles so as to
always send the correct amount of weight in any given
direction. Sizable reductions in variance may result from
energy and directional biasing of the source.

The Sn card may be used for entering source data
not listed on the UO, VO, and WO cards, such as dimen-
sions related to the source, or quantities related to direc-
tional biasing, or any other parameter values such as
starting weight, ceil, energy, position, and direction of the
source particles. (Appendix B gives some standard sources
included in the code, as well as the general source
routine.)

3. L-Card. The L card is an optional card that gives
the names of problem nuclides whose cross sections are to
be stored in ECS (or LCM). Total cross sections and
corresponding energies for all nuclides in the problem
reside in fast core. The rest of tike cross-section informa-
tion can be stored in ECS and brought into fast core when
needed. A judicious selection of nuclides of Jesser impor-
tance in a problem for ECS cross-section storage can save
considerable fast core storage. This procedure costs very
little in execution time because the transfer rate between
ECS and fast core is so high. A table giving cross-section
storage allocation between fast core and ECS is printed by
MCNI at the end of initiation.

4. Function Cards. The function cards refer to the
various tallying functions that the code can perform. The
names associated with these cards are Fn, En, Tn, Cn, and
P4. The usage is as follows.

Current tally: n = 1. The code tallies currents
across any designated subset of the bounding

surface! in the problem in each of the two direc-
tion* of crotttns- Beside each printed number
appears the relative error in that quantity.

Requires F!, El, Tt, and Cf cards.

Fl: Tally surface numbers. The entries art the
numbers of the surfaces acroti which currents are
to be tallied. Th*» » e no ordering requirement!
on the surface number entries.

El: Tally energies. "The upper bounds of the
energy bins mutt be entered in the order of in-
enasing magnitude.

Tl: Tally time*. The upper bounds of the time
bins must be entered in the order of increasing
magnitude.

Cl: Tiiiy cosines. The angular limit! are defined
with respect to the normal to die surface at the
neutron point of entry. Tic card entries art jtfwn
as Sower bounds of the cosine bint where the
order of entry st*rts with the togfe nearest the
normal and continues around to * t t*n|cnt
p!*ne. Thus, to uliy currents within the angular
limits 0 to 30*, 30 to 60*, snd GO to 90* with
respect to the normal, the entries on the CS card
would be 0.8660,0.5,0.

Flux tafiy aero* surface*: n*2. The code
fluxes across any designated sufeset of (he bound-
ing surfaces in the problem as • function of time
and energy, and in addition lists the corresponding
errors in the fluxes.

Requires F2, E2, and T2 cants.

F2: Tally surface numbers. The entries are the
number* of the surfaces across which fluxes are to
be tallied. There are no ordering requirements on
surface number entries.

E2: Tally energies. The energies must be entered
in the order of increasing magnitude exactly as in
El above.

T2: Tally times. The times must be entered in the
order of increasing magnitude exactly as in Tl
above.

Flux taiy in ccSs: n«4. The track length per unit
volume, or average flux, is tallied in any specified
subset of cells in the problem as a function of
time and energy. The corresponding errors are
given.

Requires F4, E4, T4, and P4 cards.
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F4: Cell tally numbers. The entries ate the Ust of
eels in which the flux is to be tallied. There are
no ordering requirements on the cell number
entries.

K4: Tatty energies. The upper bounds of the
energy bins must be entered to the order of in-
creasing magnitude.

T4: Tally times. The uyoet bounds of the lime
bins must be entered in ihe order of increasing
magnitude.

P4: Cell volumes. The volumes of the eells listed
on the F4 card are entered in the same order.

Flux fatty at points: n=5. The code tatties the flux
at 4 designated jet of points in space as a function
of energy and time and prints these quantities
alonp with their statistical error*

Requires F5, H5. and T5 cards.

PS: Tally coordinates for «ach point detector. The
entries are sets of ordered quadruples (x. y, i.
Ro) . one quadruple for each detector point, where
(x, y. *) designates the location of the point to
space, and R^ is the radius of a ficlil^ius sphere
with center at ( s . y, t) (see the description of flux
tallies at points in %s-. V. Sampling Techniques).
For each collision occurring inside this fictitious
sphere, an average contribution is tallied a* the
detector point.

K5: Taily eocrgjes. Th* upper bounds of ihe
energy bins must be entered in the order of in-
creasing magnitude.

TS: Tally times. The upper bounds of the time
bias must be entered in the order of increasing
magnitude.

Capture t«8y in cefii: n=6. The code tallies the
number of neutrons captured in a designated sub-
set of cells in the problem as it function of energy
and time, and prints these quantities along with
their statistical errors.

Requires F6, E6, and T6 cards.

F6: Call tally numbers. The entries arc the un-
ordered list of cells in which Ihe number of neu-
trons captured is to be found as a function of
energy and time.

E6: Tally energies. The energies musi be entered
in the order of increasing magnitude juit as in the
above cases.

T6: Tally times. The times must be catered in the
order of increasing magnitude just as in ihc above
tallies.

The capture tally is easily modified to record
some other quantity, such *s ftssian or one of the
other reactions, as a function of eaergy and time.

5. DO Card. The DO card has three entries ordered
as follows.

J. Thermal Energy Cut-In. All rwutrom having an
energy less than this value are gjwn the thermal treat-
ment by using the free-gas model (see RO and Kn
cards). The thermal cut-in is usually assigned a value
that is a factor of JO greater than the maximum
focrmal energy in any cell of the problem. If thermal
energies are not used, this entry a set to 0.

2. Energy Cut-Off". This is the tewesf energy *alus
of interest in the problem. If thermal energies arc used
(Rn cards), this entry should fee ssero.

3. Maximum Energy of the Problem. This cntry
should be at least as large as the energy of any particle
in tile problem.

If thermal energies are not used in the problem, the
code will read in cross sections to cover only the energy
range defined by 2 zn4 3 above: that is between lin i t t ) ant!
Ejanj, for the problem. The prwgtam for eliminating cross
sections not pertinent to the problem it called SNIr. !f
thermal energies are used in the problem. SNIP is inopera-
tive.

6. Material Cards. The names associated with
material cards are Mn; n will be the number associated
with a material and should appear on the appropriate ceU
cards, thai is, on a cell card whenever thai ccli contains
that material. The aoss-scction tape contains the cross
sections of a Ust oi* clement t or euctides which themselves
arc identified by a number, both on the tape and in
making up the composition of a material.

The entries an the material card should consist of
the identifying number of a constituent element followed
by the atomic fraction of that clement, ihe number of a
second constituent element followed by its atomic frac-
tion, etc., running through aU the elements needed to
define the material

Where problems are run using a list of standard
materials, the appropriate material information is left in
the cede with each material then having a fixed identify-
ing number. These material numbers are entered on the
appropriate ceil cards of die problem.

Exaropk: To help the reader use the present Monte Carlo
program, we work out in detail a sample problem in
Appendix C. The descriptive material above will be more
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easily assimilated if the prescribed steps are followed in
setting up the problem. Further, a complete pru>* of the
problem output is displayed.
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APPENDIX A

CON"! AOL CARD DECKS

a. "Compile source, initiate, and run" deck for
LASL'sCDC-6600

JOB card
COMMENT. COMPILE SOURCE, INITIATE, AND RUN
PROBLEM

ASSIGN MT, C0DETP(PLB, tape no., SHB)

ASSIGN MT. RUNTF(NLB.,SHB)

RUN(SX,B*RUNTP) COMPILE SOURCE

COPYBF(CODETP,RUNTP)

COPYBF(CODETPWCNI)

MCNI.

RELTAPE(CODETP)

COPYBF(RUNTPMCN)

MCN.

789 card

Source subroutine deck (including COMMON)

789 card

Problem deck

789 card

Run card

6789 card

When one of the standard sources is ised, the fol-
lowing deck suffices to "initiate and run."

B JOB Card

COMMENT. INITIATE AND RUN PROBLEM

ASSIGN MT,CODETP(PLB,tapc no.,SHB)

ASSIGN MT,RUNTP(NLB,J5HB)

COBJ$BF(CODETP,RUNTP)

COPYBF(CODETP*ICNI)

MCNI.

RELTAPE(CODETP)

COPYBF(RUNTP,MCN)

MCN.

789 card

Problem deck

789 card

Run card

6789 card

13



"Continue run" deck for LASL's CDC-6600

C0MMENT. CONTINUE RUN

ASSIGN MT,RUNTP(NLB.tape no.SHB)

C0PYBF(RUNTP.MCN)

MCN.

789 card

Run card

6789 card

b. ''Compile source, initiate, and run" deck for
LASL's CDC-7600.

S. COMPILE SOURCE, INITIATE, AND RUN
PROBLEM

SCREATE(FS=C0DETP,CL=U,PREMT=CR0S tape no)

SRUN(C=SX.B=RUNTP)C0MPILE S0URCE

$C0PYF(I=C0DETP,0=RUNTP)

$S£TQ(KEY=KKTP)

SSETQ.

$LDG0(I=C0DETP) INITIATE

SiF(FALSE=RUN)

SDMPX.

SST0P.

$LABEL(RUN)

$SETQ(KEY=KKTP)

SSETQ.

$LDG0(1=RUNTP) RUN

$IF(FALSE=TAPE)

SDMPX.

SLABEL(TAPE)

SAFSREL(RF=RUNTP,ADISP=TAPE)

SFM.

Source subroutine deck (includingCOMMON)

SFM.

Problem deck

Run card

SEJ.

As in the case of the corresponding CDC-6600 deck,
the above deck can be converted to "initiate and run"
with a standard source by simply removing the SRUN
control card and the source subroutine deck with its SFM
terminator.

"Continue run" deck for LASL's CDC-7600

S. CONTINUE RUN.

SCREATE(FS=RUNTP>CL=U,PREMT=€ROS tape no.)

SSETQ(KEY=KKTP)

SSETQ.

SLDG0(I=RUNTP)

$IF(FALSE=TAPE)

SDMPX.

$LABEL(TAPE)

$AFSREL(FS=RUNTP,ADISP=STAPE,POSMT=same
tape no. as in SCREATE)

SFM.

Run card

SEJ.
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APPENDIX B

SOURCE SUBROUTINES

I. Standard Sources

The general nature of the geometry of many Monte
Carlo problems has souti bearing upon conventions estab-
lished for source routines. Although we make no attempt
to be exhaustive, we include some frequently occurring
sources. Suppose the source is at the center of, in, or on
the surface of a spherical cell; in the sources below, this
cell is assumed centered at (0,0,0), the origin of the
coordinate system. Also, zil point sources are assumed to
be at (0,0,0). When ws speak of a biased source below, we
mean that the angular distiibution is biased in the sense
that more neutrons are started in the positive y direction
than in the negative, always correcting for the bias by
altering the weights of the starting particles. In general,
we start more neutrons in the hemisphere symmetric
about the +y direction than in the hemisphere symmetric
about the -y direction, with the correct angular distribu-
tion in each hemisphere.

Occasionally it is desirable to bias the energy dis-
tribution of the source, to emphasize the effects of cer-
tain energy groups. This is effected by modifying the
source probability distribution and the particle weighting
by means of the track fractions. (See Source Cards, Sec.
V1.H.2.) A source having this capability is referred to
below as a weighted source.

To use the following sources without modification,
the cell containing the source should be cell number I
and, if the bounding surface of cell 1 is a sphere, it should
be surface number 1. The entries on the Sn card will be
designated in order of their entry as SRC(l), SRC(2),...,
SRC(N). If cell 1 is a spherical region, by setting SRC(4) =
radius of sphere as in source SI below, the code will not
compute the distance to the boundary traveled by source
particles. However, if SRC(4) = 0, the code will compute
the distances to all boundary surfaces of ceil 1, selecting
that surface corresponding to the smallest positive dis-
tance as the surface crossed if the particle reaches the
boundary before collision. For example, if cell I is not a
spherical region, one should set SRC(4) = G.

Source Routines.

SI: A biased point source.

Requires V0 and W0 cards.

SRC( 1) = fraction of neutrons directed in +y direc-
tion.

SRC(2) = weight of a neutron directed in +y direc-
tion.

SRC(3) = weight of a neutron directed in -y direc-
tion.

r SRC(4) = radius of cell 1, if cell 1 is a spherical
! region

• SRC(4) = 0, otherwise.

S2: A weighted, biased point sou.ee.

Required UO and VO, and WO cards.

(Entries on Sn card same as in source SI.)

S3: A biased, cosine distribution relative to the
outward normal of a sphere (surface 1).

Requires VO and WO cards.

(Entries on Sn card same as in source SI, except
that SRC(4) = radius of surface I. Particles are
started in cell 2).

S4: A weighted, biased, cosine distribution relative
to the outward normal of a sphere (surface 1).

Requires UO, VO, and WO cards.

(Entries on Sn card same as in source S3).

SS: An isotropic point source.

Requires VO and WO cards.

SRC(l) = 0.

SRC(2) = 0.

SRC(3)-0.

SRC(4) defined as in Jl.



S6: A weighted, isolropic point source.

Requires UO. VO. and WO cards.

(Entries on Sn card same as in S5.)

II. General Source Subroutine

When the source cannot be represented by one of
the standard sources described above, it is necessary to
write a FORTRAN subroutine headed by a SUB-
ROUTINE SOURCE card and a COMMON deck provided
by LASL Group TD-6. Neutron parameters discussed be-
low must be assigned initial values within this subroutine.
In conjunction with the source subroutine these is an S7
or S8 card in the problem deck.

III. Neutron Parameters

X x-coordinate of neutron's position.

Y y-coordinate of neulron's position.

Z ^-coordinate of neulron's posWion.

U x-axis direction cosine of neutron's direction.

V y-axis direction cosine of neutron's direction.

W z-axis direction cosine of neutron's direction.

At the point of the call of source subroutine, MCN
has already sampled and assigned U, V, and W from an
isotropic distribution. Unless the source distribution is
anisotropic, the parameters U, V, and W need not be
assigned.

DEL A special quantity used by MCN in computing
distances to surfaces bounding a cell to determine
which surface is intersected by the neutron's flight
path. If DEL is set to zero, distances to all surfaces
are computed; this is generally the value used when
the source neutron is within a cell. When the
source is on surface JA, DEL must in general be set
to -1.0 to avoid inadvertent selection by the pro-
gram of surface JA as the nearest bounding surface.
There are two exceptions to these rules. If the
distance from the source point to bounding surface
JA is constant, as for a point source at the center
of 3 sphere, then DEL should be set equal to that
distance, thus obviating this computation by MCN.
The other exception occurs when the source is on a
second-degree surface JA and the neutron flight
path intersects JA at another point besides the

source point. Then DEL must be set equal to the
distance from the source point to the other inter-
seclion point, For example, if JA is a sphere and
the source is on the surface directed inward,

IA The program name of the cell containing the
source neutron, or, in the case of a surface source,
the cell which will be entered by the neutron.

JA The program name of the surface in question when
DEL has been set to a nonzero value. When DEL is
zero, JA should be set to I.

TME Neutron's time in shakes (1 shake = 10"* sec).

WT Neutron's weight (generally 1.0).

ERG Neutron's energy in MeV.

IV. S7orS8Card

An S7 or S8 card in the problem deck signals the
code that subroutine SOURCE is to be called for source
neutron parameters. The S8 card is used only in the
following special situation. If a point detector calculation
is being made, and neutrons are emitted from the source
anisotropically, then MCN needs to know the probability
density PSC of emitting directly towards the detector.
The S8 card causes a call to a subroutine SRCDX that
must be provided along with SOURCE and which must
assign a value to PSC. The quantity PSC is used to
calculate the contribution of the source neutron directly
to a detector. If the S8 card is not used in a detector
calculation, MCN assumes thai the source emission is
isotropic and sets PSC equal to O.S.

Up to eight values may be punched on an S7 or S8
card. These values are stored in order in the array SRC(I),
1 = 1 , 2, . . . ,8, and are available to subroutine SOURCE
via COMMON.

V. Random-Number Generators

Sampling from distributions for source energies,
times, etc., may be accomplished as needed by the use of
the random-number generators FRN(KRN) and
FRNS(KRN), which are loaded as function subprograms
into core with MCN. Each use of FRN(KRN) will give the
next random number % (0 < ij < 1.0, uniformly distrib-
uted) in the sequence. The use of FRNS(KRN) in a
statement gives a random number on the range (-1.0,1.0)
(in effect, FRNS(KRN) = 2.*FRN(KRN) - I.). If more
than one random number is required in a FORTRAN
statement, a little finesse is called for because the com-
piler notices identical functions and then uses the func-
tion only once . For example , die expression
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AMAX1(FRN(KRN), F K N ( K K T « » will not do since it
results in the iame random number being used for both
arguments of AMAX1. Some preliminary assignment

s ta tement such as RN = FRN(KRN) preceding
AMAXI(RN,FRN(KRN)) is successful.

APPENDIX C

SAMPLE PROBLEM

In order to illustrate the stepu in setting up a typical
problem, as well as to portray name of the standard
output features, consider the gnome trical configuration of
Fig. C-l. Figure C-2 shows how this problem might be
zoned to prepare it for MCN.

We shall specify the various input and output func-
tions and proceed to set up and male a sample run of the
problem. (See Tables CM through C'V.) This problem is
used merely to instruct and is not necessarily meant to
represent a physical problem. In a practical problem, one

might proceed differently and with more regard to the
physics of the situation in zoning the problem, in specify-
ing some of the input functions, and particularly in the
choice of the output functions available to the user.

A. Source. The source, with energy distribution
listed in Table C-I, is uniformly distributed in volume
throughout cell 1 (Fig. C-2), and isotropic in direction.
Because we are tallying mainly along the positive y direc-
tion, we decided to bias the directional distribution, send-
ing three-fourths of the particles isotropically with posi-
tive v (v is the y-direct ion cosine) and one-fourth of the

• no

VOID

0.91)

18.0 -16.0

POINT DETECTOR i
(0,(00,2501

Uif i T.«3)\.

NORMAL Li
Kp « 0.934)

25.0 30.0

REFLECTHW
PLANE

DRAWN IN yl-PLANE
GEOMETRY GENERATED
BY REVOLVINO ABOUT
T-AXIS

1.0 • -"'SYMMETRY)

DISTANCES IN em
DENSITIES if) IN q/eafl

Fig. C-l.
Sample problem for the MCN code.
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Fig. C-2.
Sample problem zoned for input to MCN.

Group

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

TABLE C-I

SOURCE

Energy (MeV)

0.0001
0.001
0.01
0.1
0.5
1.0
5.0

10.0
14.0

Fractions in Group

0
0.01
0.03
0.06
0.20
0.30
0.20
0.15
0.05

(The energy listed is the upper bound of the energy group.)

particles isotropically with negative v, correcting the
weights of the source particles so that one-half of the
weight has positive v and one-half has negative v.

If the problem has a time cutoff of 100 shakes,
suppose we ask for the following information.

B. Currents. Tally currents across surfaces 10, 11,
and 14 for

energies: 0-0.01, 0.01-1.0, 1.0-5.0, 5.0-14.0
(MeV)

times: 0-100 (shakes)

angles: 1.0-0.8, 0.8-0.6, 0.6-0.4, 0.4-0.2,0.2-0
(values are for the cosine of the angle
with the normal to the surface).

C. Flux Across Surfaces. Tally the flux across sur-
face 17 for

energies: 0 - 0 . 0 1 , 0 . 0 1 - 1 . 0 , 1 . 0 - 5 . 0 ,
5.0-14.0 (MeV)

times: 0-20, 20^0, 40-60, 60-80, 80-100
(shakes).

D. Flux in a CeD. Tally the average flux in cell 3 for
energies: 0 -0 .1 , 0 .1-0 .5 , 0.5-1.0, 1.0-5.0,

5.0-14.0 (MeV)

times: 0-10, 10-20, 2040, 40-100 (shakes).
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E. Flux at a Point. Tally the flux at the point (0,
10,25) for

energies: 0 0 . 0 1, 0 . 0 1 - 1 . 0 , 1 .0 -5 .0 ,
5.0-14.0 (MeV)

times: 0-20,2040,40-100 (shakes).

F. Capture in a Cell. Tally the number of particles
captured in cells 4 and 5 for

energies: 0 - 0 . 0 0 1 , 0 . 0 0 1 - 0 . 1 , 0.1-1.0,
1.0-14 0 (MeV)

times: 0-10. 10-20, 2040, 40-100 (shakes).

TABLE C-n

CELL QUANTITIES

Thermats (MeV)

TABLE C-III

MATERIAL DENSITIES

Material

Al
Normal Li

Be
CH
CH2
Fe

Atomic Density
(atoms/cm3 )

0.0603
0.0463
0.123
0.00926
0.1173
0.0847

DO I Thermal energy cut-in = 10~3 MeV.
Card I Energy cut-off = 0 MeV.

I Maximum energy of problem = 14.0 MeV.
Time cut-off = 100 shakes.
Weight cut-off = 10"4.

Cell Importance shakes

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

1.0
1.0
2.0
2.0
1.0
4.0
4.0
8.0
8.0

16.0
8.0

32.0
16.0
32.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
4.0
4,0
8.0
8.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
2.0
4.0
1.0
0

0.00001
0
0
0.00001
0.00001
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.00001
0
0.00001
0
0
0.000001
0.000001
0.000001
0.000001
0.000001
0.000001
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

t = 40
shakes

0.00005
0
0
0.00005
0.00005
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.00005
0
0.00005
0
0
0.00001
0.00001
0.00001
0.00001
0.00001
0.0000)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

t<60
shakes

0.0001
0
0
0.0001
0.0001
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0001
0
0.0001
0
0
0.00001
0.00001
0.00001
0.00001
0.00001
0.00001
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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-J'.'bieiF^g
3a97*AF-gi

*laN32QE*gO
*1 a9(*SNE*00
lalljlt'00

•?.|«74E-0l

2aQ440E°00
-3.SS93F-01 :

|aSl|*E«SO
-2a7S2SE*gl
a>3a77l3E*01

LlTlSE'OO !
2.2»04E»00 1
|.2«4tE»0» !

2a34I0E-01 !

HUN TIM
la|g*IE«tl

J4 U

1 9.««43r-ol
1 •2a4«S4r-01
1 -2a«.4OF-OI
I -1.43»lf-0l
1 4.333>F-0l

1 >4a3<>04F-0l
> 9a633*F-0l

*6a9*l#9F*gl
*la9277E*gl
-1.243HF-01

, 2.47UF-01

-S.76KE-0I

-9a7366F-gl

7a279»F-gl
SaRbTHF^Ol

•3OS36F-01
la«!>37F>gI

|a3P3AF-61
**7a714tF-01
9.3«3SF-»1
6.4U70F-01
3O062F»0l

*3a94S3F*S2

2O474F-0J

3a|)43E-OI
•S.6701F-01
•1.«UKF««1
-»?21S0F-gl

-T.T972F-0I

-7.3S4ZF-02
•9<t06*E-01
S«92t>E*01
l*««T7E-0l
la2714E>0l

4a0707S«>0l

PRINT CTCLC
2H(»

V

"Uol)!i-oi
4a2H36(-03

•9a640fC*0l
-«.03JIE-tl

4a2601E*BI
2a6413E-0|

-Sa6S*J6E*02
7.0580E-01
1>«35IE-OI
9a9067Esg|

6a9S96E*9l
•4aSRJ6E-tl

7a4«2U*0t
-la936*E-0l

3.322U-01
3a6H)4t*0I
9.0I3K-01
9a7322E*gZ

1*724>>E-O2

7a3332E*01
•.S715E-01
fct47JOE"01
4a2536E-0l
1 .4»9Sf0l
3.4210E-0I
7.7|«bE-CI

7a9J40E-gi

7.S44HE-01
3.Z537E-0I

-2.005SE-01

6a07ME*02
•a|149E-0l
6a*791E-01

-9,3S4«E-01
4a2396E«l9l
2.001IE-01

-4.1450E-H

OUMP CYCLE

2SMI

V 7MC
3a4244E-Cl
S.C917F-01
S>2221F-02

-9. I044F-02
•I.6971E-0I
4.21S9F-01

-Ral61AC-01
-Ta«Z93E-0l
•2.S4o«E-gi
1.14b*E>01

-9.7S77E-01
•SaO927F-O2
•7.«t4»E-01

• 1.4*»7F-01
-5.7h03r-01
•la2«29E-01

"S.»fu?E-01
7a2l«3F<0l
2a740«E-01 (

-9.778»E-0l 1

A.341IF-01 i
-2aOT93£-» <
-2.035»F«01 (

*J'jjjjJ;5J ]
*a«407E-01 I

-4.5057F-01 1
7.S3«IE>ol (

•Sa9o«IE-o| (

4.7J3JE-01 1
•2.I9S9F-01 |

-3.9I49F-0I 1
S.20t4E-01 1

-S.93I3E-01 1
-3.364SE-01 1
-9.9S44E-01 I
•••SSS2F-02 1
4a|VA9F*01 ^
3aMTlE-8t 1
•.9704E-01 1
2.HT4E-01 C

•6.TI2K-01 (

'•

|a
)a
|a
|a

la
la
la
la
| a

la
la
I *

1 ,

la
la

la
a
a

w

a

a
a
a

a
a
a
a

a

a

a
a

a
a

a

a
a

OUNF NOa CUTOFF C

•T on.
6.4647C-01

6a6M7E*0l
2.0000E»0»
2.gMlE»g*
6.4667E-01
6.6667E-tl
6.64A7F-m
2agOifE*oi
2aggogE*o6
6.a66.67Cstl
6.4667E-01
6.4t47F-t l
4.466IF-01

2*gggeF*g(
6.6667E-61
2a*0»E*00
6aA667Es>gl
4.4667E-01
6.6667E-0I
4a64A7Ea9l
6.6647F-01

*.6A»7E-0l
4 > A 6 6 7 F : - 0 1 1
2.oo*tF*og
6a#l)67E*01

kakiifeTE'gl
6.6447E-01
4.666>E-01

614467E-01

2a«MfC«0*

6.4667E-0I •
4.4467E-gl |
6.4467E>gl (
2.g«0tE«0l 1
6.6647E-01
6/a%AA7C"9| <
4a6647£*01 i
6t444TC«#l I
2alt#3C*v9
4a6667E-0I I
4at447E-»l 1
2aStO$C*(t '

)•
|»
t«
t«
uFt
1*
1*
) •

f«
l»
1*
I t
) •

1*
1*
t*

1*
I t
! •

l«
I*

•

' t

•
i»

it
l«

't
•
•
t

g)

•

•

«

If
*
•
t

TCU

e««
}.922lt-«3
•>t%*>V2CaAl
3t2*»0E-t l

Jt* | **E"«Z
4 • * * • • £ • • 1

I*2I|]£*I1

4 t)kfe*VE*l I
4 t4Al lC* l l
S.ZSV9C-92

4t«3»C*t»
»t«7t»C>»l

4«9CtifE*91

••«•«*£«••

| ! )7«IE«|.
|«3l4fC*«l
)O«21C*M
Stll4*C*tl
T«24%|C*t«

S**Tft2E*«t

2.««V»E*»t
•»?4TTE*tt

*«4*«»C««*
3«332H-»2
l.Mft4C««&
2*4112CMI
3**T»K-«1
••33tTt"tl
• t 4 M K * M
4.3I3»C->1
A.1M4EM1

I*O«IC««I
S•?394E*#9

SOURCE NOa
7

NUMHEH OF
NEUTRONS
STAHTUI

2793

TOTAL
TRACKS
STARTED

12492

»tlGHT
STARTED
PER NEUTRON
1.00"t*00

ENEROY
STARTtD
PER NEUTRON
2a3l44C*gO

SAMPLE PROBLEM

TIKE CUTOFF
I<UOVOE*U2

TOT«L
NIIMntn UF
COLLISIONS

12«7|7

LOSS TO
ENLRB"
CUTOFF

0

LOSS TO
E«tB(iY
CUTOFF
0 .

LOSS TO
FNEROY
CUTOFF
(1.

«EIOHT C'JTOFF W N TJHE PRINT C^CIE OUMP e'CLE
laOOOOE-04 2aO00OE*0« 25000 25000

RANDOM
NUHHERS
OENEKATEO

1307597

LOSS TO
TIME
CUTOFF

4010

LOSS TO
TIME
CUTOFF
7.3707E-01

LOSS TO
TIME
CUTOFF
«.0il0E-o5

TINE' 1.7»0 MINUTES

TOTAL
KEIflMT
STA»>F.I1
2.8207E«03

LOSS TO
KEIOHT
CUTOFF

22

LOSS TO
•EIOMT
CUTOFF
S.lOifSE-OT

LOSS TO
•EIOHT
CUTOFF
4.»4«»E->1

TOT»L
ENERO*
STARTED
7.J18iE<03

LOSS
TO
ESCAPE

1396

LOSS
TO
ESCAPu
2.3Z37E-01

LOSS
TO
ESCAPE
T.4->4«-01

COLLISIONS
PER NEUTRON
STAHTEO
4.60S6E-0I

LOSS
TO
SPLITTING

6264

LOSS
TO
CAPTURE
3 .43UE-02

LOSS
TO
CAPTURE
7.00S2E-02

TRACKS
PEN NEUTRON
STARTEO
«.«726E«00

TOT*.
TRACKS
LOiT

12492

•EISHT
LOST
PER NEUTRON
l a « t 9 K * D 0

DUMP NOt CUTOFF CTCkC
1 »

NEUTRONS
PROCESSED
PER Wit
1.9A9li>»3

25



NUHBtH UF hLUTHUNb CHDSSINu SURFACE

H U E o. i.cjoeofi?

C05IM 1

E^EMOT

1 .OOUOEwOO
S.OVOOE*00
1.411001*01

£NF.H(»V

1.OOUOE-02
l*0VUOt*O0
5.0UOOfOO
1.40O0E*01

CO5INE «

ENENUV
l.OUOOt-02
l.ouooE-oo
S.OUUOE*00
1.4UUOE*O1

ENEROT
1 »O0UOE»O?• wUVWb "S
1*>OOOOE»OQ
5,0000t»00
14>*0u0£*til

r.NtHG»

l.oouot-oo
s.oouot*oo
1.4OIJOF*OI

FNFHb*
I.UVOOE-02
l*oooot*oo
S*oonol*00
1.40UOE*01

COSINE 4 .

ENERGY
1.0000O02
1.O0tt3E»O0
S.00O0E*00
l.4gooE»01

ENLHOT
l.oouoE-02
i.ouoof>oo
5.0000E*00
1.4000E*01

COSINE 2*

ENEHIjV

1.0000E-02
1.0l>OOE*UO
S*OOOOE*03
1.4l>00E*0l

ENERGY
1.0000E-02
l.OOOOE'OO
S.OUOOEOO
l* *O00E*0 l

•OO0OE*UU H.OOJ0F"0l

6
«

1
4

s
*

3
7
2

,
1
*

1.
«*,

1 •
6 .
) ,
3'

- lU . HEL.

.\;SO4SF-(13
«b4<;2SF~04
.VH177F-U4

- in • HEL.
./HUthF-02
• V4t>lf If -U«f
.*>b'«SF-n?
•J4/12F-02

SUHF4CE
, FHHOH

. 19JF.8

.(! JA34
SUHFICC

, tHHOH
.1^691
.10040
.09 721
.10H3D

l -UJ A.DOOOF-01

• '0 • H£L*
•Hnb3HE-o4
• OuJ4<>F-04
.SlJbtfC-114

- in . HEL.

. 7r>O»?f-(l2
•«sl4HE-02

- '0 • H tL.

! U^SDF'O*
.8619SF-04
.29*]<>E-o5

- ' 0 • MEL.
iMJJ70E"OJ
isfoJl 7E"t»3
oltfb^F-OJ !
UJd4HE-03 .

SOUFACE
(.RHOtl

«2?n42
.12117')
. 1 9 9 4 1

SURFACE
EHHUM

.16H30

. 220*5

1

SUSFACE
ERHOH

!l»!>14
• 2?*»2S
•40 H 0t

SUHFACE
ERHOH

•SS791

.37789
,46744

OOOOE-Ul 2.00UOE-01

9 .
2 .
3 .
6 .

2 .
7.
4 .
0 .

- lo • HEL.
S0»2iE-Oi>
I9»O>.F 04 ,
t'Ol4?E-05 ,
70070F~06 i

- 10 • HEL.
M043E*04 .
1501RE-04 .
'343RF'O4 .

0 .

OOOOE-Ol 0 .

4 ,

6 .
| ,

0 .

0 .
0 .
0 .
0-

• ' 0 • HEL.
i7H031E~Ob i
i r<*3toE~nb
i *86O?F*I»5 i

0,

- TO • HEL.
0.
0,
0,
0

SUHFACE
ERROR

,40 i 74
,23741
.44728
,99VH?

SUHFACE
ERHOH

99982
99UH2
70hrl7
00000

SUAFACE

,4914«
.32211
.S7H2A
.00000

SURF ICE
ERROR

,00000
.00000
,00000
.00000

10

3

1
6

14

0
0
0
0

10

g,
Ti
2,

01
14

A

0 .
0,
O i

10

• To • HEL. ERROR
• i c i n r . . * VIA**..Z'aJJt'OB .7143B

• 63787E*0S •302'*0
.3»3»1E-O» .706'6
.4B10HE-06 .99912

• To • REL. ERHOH
• 0.00000
* 0.00000
. 0.00000
. 0.00000

• To - REL* ERROR
,6772«E'0S .X4H72
>9g984E*0$ .30159
,0»333E-05 .74484

> o.ooooo

• TO - REL* ERROR

t UallOOQU
i 0.00000
, 0.00000
i O.00U00

• To - HEL- ERROR
3.0ST95E-0S .7034*
».540»OE-0'> .2SH83
2.
6 .

14

0 .
0 .
0 .
0*

10

2 .
4 *

1 .
0*

14

0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .

10

5.
3 .
7 .
0 .

14

0 .
0 .
0 .
0*

IO9O*E»*5 .S7T5I
S 6 . l K * 0 6 .99982

• To • HEL* ERROR
0.00000
0.00000
0*90000
0*00000

• To « REL* ERROR
17464E-0S .S7715
169i4E-o4 .4111*
(4I34E-05 ,S77»1

0.00000

• TO - REL* ERROR
0.00000
0.00000
0*00000
0.00000

• TO • REL* ERROR
03477E-05 .67024
9l«|7E«05 .63067
3S9I7E-06 .99982

0.00008

• TO • REL* ERROR
0.0000*
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

- TO » DEL.
I.T22k9E-03
2*»2339E-01
J.0l|73f-03
2.99431F-0J

sunrtec
ERROR

.42S8S

.309.8

.33410
• 1I2M

11

f .
0 .
• *
0 .

TO ML. CMO*

g.ogm
0.18M8
0.0*H»
0.0(100

- To
l 2 2 0
l.0»734C-03
S.92660E-04
3.7»968C>04

SU«F«CE
HEL* ERROR

i .1297*

.4J7J4

.45737

• • • • • t l
• *<>••••

8.S8888

- To • R[L
4.024S5E-04

4.244I3C-0S

SURFACE I I
E

.304*6
*33«»2
*236it
.43799

TO •CL* ERROR

0.8(((«
(.(((••

5U«F«CF.
- TO • HEL* ERROR

9.44017E-0S .41393
1.52330E-04 .282*2
4.2430SE-09 .4182*
*.7((70t-06 .9(982

SURFACE
- TO • «EL. ERROR

I .49279E-04 .63494
9.359HE-05 .40*11
2.098I7E-05 S7803
0. 0.000*0

si

t l

4 To - RfL. ERROR
* . * • * « •
•••(088

4

0.
0 .
0*
0.

TO • RtL. ERROR
0.0((00
o.*oto*
0.M0**

26
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THt FOLLOWING IS * CO''* OF U/IYFlLi UP TU TIHF 1 2 . 3 4 . 4 4

12 .3b .^J IMMTM On CHOJ 1-3'T 71/1-4/01 M * C H .

SMt HUMfpn OF TO/lO/lf*

1 ?
12
12
12

12
12

12
12

12
12
12
12
12,
12,
12,
12,
12.
12.
12,
12,
12.
12.
12.
12,
12.
12.
12,

if"
12.
12.
12.
12.
12.
12.
12.
12.
12.
12.
12.
12.
12.
12.

.33

.35

.33

.33

!i3
.33

!j3
.35

.33
• 35
.33
.33
.35
• 33
.35
.33,
,33,
,35,

,35.
,3o,
,36,
,30,
,3b,
,30,
.30,
,36.
,36,

Jo"
36-
36,
36.
36,
36.
36,
36.
36.
30.
30.
30.
30.
3O.
30.

12.30.
12.
12.
12.

30.
30.
30.

12.30.
12. 30.
12.30.
12.
12.
12.
12.

30.

.SJ

.S3

.SJ

!s3
.SJ

.S3

.sJ

.SJ

.S3

.54

.34

. S*

.54

.54

.54

,5S
,S5
,S6
,̂ 3
,4^
,4V

>5°
,50
,50
.53
.53
S3

S3
SJ
S3
,54
54
S4

Si
5*
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
43
43
43
4)
4J

43
4J

30.43
38.
3D.

43
44

1UMTW

tU»TH
»uMTH

tU'UM

IUMTH

•CCP

•CCP
•CCP
•CCP

SuHTH
tHUN
(HUN
•CCH
$UMTH
IH'^TH
tHMTH
•LOS
1HMIH
SriHTH
•CtP
•CCP
•ccf*
INU760L

»U"TR
IUMTH

*CCP
•CCI>
•CCP
•CLP
•CCP
NU76£L

SyMTR
SUHTR

•CCP
•CCP

IUHTH

•CCP
FLUSHOF

? | [ i o O 3
• F I L L *F. 1 CCU OPfchF.u.fl'JFFEH Lfc^STM aOOOOHOO.
. f l L St.T INP "^FNtU.MuFFEH LENGTH vOOOlOlOO.
•F lL l SFI Jn»|N UPFNth.HUFFEX LE»OIH •£0032100 .
• FILL V. T J'lHIN CLOSEn.RI'FFfcH LENGTH «000}2100 .
•FILk it' STATISTICS
. u t_i,- , a » l n ; POSITIONS OIS« HUS U1SK KHS
OOil i»u<?bj UOUUUOOOO (iOOUOOOOO UOOl>00001 000000000

LI

». C l l< tJILL SO'JHCF. I N M I A T E . ANU HUN

o0
mil*. .r = i* 'H"KUNrPI COMPILE SOUHCE
•FILI SET HUUTP OKbNEU.HUFFEM LENGTH •0OO321OP,
• Fill-. S t I 'I11T UPENEO.BUFFED LE»OTH .00032100 .
• M M 11 Lt'-OTM IS - 01,3676
.MIJN-<,I IM CTI»f 000.270 SEC.
tCO^F I I.COnETP.O.MUNTP)
. F l U 3I.T COI>ET» OPENtO.HUFFEH LENfiTH . 0 0 0 3 2 1 0 0 .
KOL OJT STAHTEI)
HllLLnuI uONE

AX00JH2J MfiUNTED UN UNIT 3 FILE COUETP
HOLM" 3lA»TEU

>StT' l .
aLlin.'iIaCUOETPl INITIATE
.ENI1
.FILE, str IMAGE CENEO,BUFFER LENGTH .00O64100.
•FIL* 3F. I I"Ar,t CLOSEO'B^FFtR LENGTH "00064IOO"
•FILt. It' STATISTICS
• H( M)3 'RITES POSITIONS DIS» MDS OISK «B5
oooo'jooou ooooonnnJ uoooooooi ooooooooo ooooooo04

>.'A>0(1O01»'715.DEVICEaO3
»IF(FaLSE"«'INI

*LOr,ll! I.MUHTP) HUN PHOHLEH
• ENn
.FIL^ SET IMAGt OPENED,BUFFER LENGTH .00064100.
•FILE SET MAGE CLOSEIXHUFFEH LENGTH «00064100>
•FILi 3lT STATISTICS
. <IE«l>S aRITES POSITIONS OIS» HOS DISK "US
00004000U OOOUOOOOi OO0OOO0O1 00O000OO1 C00000004

L.A«000014'715.0EVICE«03

• F I L : SET H1INTP CLOSED.BUFFER LENGTH -00032100.
•FILE SET STATISTICS
. READS "RITES POSITIONS DISK NDS DISK «RS
000OI1O0J2 OO00O003J 1)00000003 000000006 000000010

L«A"000012SlS6.0tVICE"03
•coprof .
• OAyr'lLE FLUSHED TO OISK • Ta 12.38,44
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FILE

SVSLI8

CODE
LOADER
TABLES

FRN
FBNS
1RN

El

ACGOER
BACKS*
RUFFE|
RIlFFEO
CL"C«F
ECSXH
ENtlFlL
INPIITC
IOCMEK
LFNOTH
OIlTfTC
SS"TCH
SYSTEM
XIT
ALNLOG
EXP
IRA1EI
RRAIEX
RRAREX
SORT
AROHT
HS*O20
C*020

1OUIIL
KOOEB
KRAKER
LARXT
MEMORY
OUTPTS
PACKAGE
REMARK
RFTN
SKI PR
801

DATE- ri/lo/01"" TIME- |»,J3,50.«..»«»»»««» NORMAL LO»O
«« LHA BLNK COM LENGTH

OO01OO
14 3566
1*3565

M0GRAM ADDRESS

SOURCE 0J0632

N11T6EL 0011)13

105770

106*,26
106536

106S71

106613

106775
1070S7
107162
117212

117*02
107426
1J7446
107604
107*72
110727
111046
11 I 135
111210
111741
111772
111351
111427
lll*7->
112755
112351
112405
112441
113732
115137
116200
116306
116*66
116S57
116644
116670
116720
116771

UNSATISFIED
EXTERNALS

1*6511
147771
11764*

117035

NAMED
COMMON

Gl
02
03
OKCOM
01
02
03
OXCOM
01
G2
0}
OXCOM

01
02
0}
DlCOM

ADDRESS

000100
0001*1
000552
000556
000100
000141
000552
000556
000100
0001*1
000552
000556

0S010O
000141
000552
000SS6

LCH
BLOCK ADDRESS

XSEC 0000000

SRCOX

RtFERENCEO
BY

NU76EL

AT
LOCATION

00203c

SOURCE NO.
7

SOURCE
7

TIME CUTOFF KEIGMT CUTOFF
1.0000E-02 1.0000E-04

SAMPLE PROBLEM

TIME CUTOFF
1.0000E«02

HEIGHT CUTOFF
1.0000E-04

RUN T3ME
l.OOOOE'Ol

RUN TIME
l.OOOOE'Ol

PRINT CYCLE
25000

PRINT CYCLE
25000

DUMP CYCLE
25000

0UMR CYCLE
25000

RUMP NO.
0

DUMP NO.
2

CUTOFF CYCLE
0

CUTOFF CYCLE
0

TIME* 11.568 MINUTES

NUMnFH OF
NEUTRONS
STARTKD

1R037

TOUL
NUMHER OF
COLLISIONS
R3594D

RANDOM
NUMflfRS
GtNEHATEO
H454601

TOTAL
HEIGHT
STARTED
l.S091E*0»

TOTAL
ENERGY
STARTEO
4.T063E.04

COLLISIONS
PER NEUTRON
STARTED
4.6359E.01

TRACKS NEUTRONS
PER NEUTRON PROCESSEO
STARTED PER MINUTE
«,5T91E»00 1.5S«8E«03

TOTAL
TRICKS
STARTEO

"2570

LOSS TO
ENER6V
CUTOFF

0

LOSS TO
TIME
CUTOFF

30930

LOSS TO
HEIGHT
CUTOFF

1*6

LOSS
TO
ESCAPE

9707

LOSS
TO
SPLITTING

41787

TOTAL
TRACKS
L05T

•2570

•EISHT
STARTEO
PER NEUTRON
1.0033E.OO

LOSS TO
ENERGY
CUTOFF
0.

LOSS TO
TIME
CUTOFF
T.3959E-01

LOSS TO
"EIGHT
CUTOFF
3.8864E-0T

LOSS
TO
ESCAPE
2.3S81E-01

LOSS
TO
CAPTURE
3.6986E-02

HEIGHT
LOST
PER NEUTRON
l.O124E»0O

ENEROY
STARTEO
PER NEUTRON
2.6100E.00

LOSS TO
ENERGY
CUTOFF
0.

LOSS To
TIME
CUTOFF
7.8911E-05

LOSS TO
HEIGHT
CUTOFF
5.2616E-U

LOSS

ESCAPE
7.2201E-01

LOSS
TO
CAPTURE
6.1252E-02
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NUMHFR OF NEUTRONS CROSSING SURFACE

TI»F 0 . 1 .0000E*02

FNFoGv
I.000OE-02
l.onnoE.oo

f| .»0OOF.01

FNE°GY
l.ooonE-02
l.onooE.oo
s.cnooE.oo
1.400flE«0]

- TO »
6.21A20E-
1.2MJ»F-
R.7975]F-
6.7OP23F'

- Tn *
1.4.21MF-
5.22683F'
5.3.190F-
4.23949F-

8.OGOOE-OI
SURFACE

OEL. ERROR
.06268
•0*664
.I167SR
.1073B

SURFACE
. ERROR
.1)6970
.03784
.03757
.04338

COSINE 8.0000E-01

FNtRGY
1.0000E-02
l.OOOOE'OO
9.0000F.OO
l.40C0E<01

FNEBOY
1.00OOE-O?
l.OOOOE'OO
S.OOOOE'OO
1.4oooE«oi

COSINE «.(

FNFR6Y
l.OOOOE-02
I.OOOOE.OO
5.ooooti«oo

FNfRGY
1.0000E-0?
I.OOOOE-00
ft«ooorrE*no
I.4000E»OI

• TO • REL
4.35537E-04
6.9H704F.-04
3.4(1Sh?F-O4
1.19307F-04

- TO • PEL.
3.9'.56SE-03
1.60R14E-03
1.4/008E-OJ
9.3P131F-03

SURFtCE
ERROR

.07289

.115396

.O'Tofl

. ' 4 1 6 0
SUPF»CE

ERROR
.13960
.07066

. 08990

. TO . R£L.
?.779«SE-04
4.S'.OO^F-O4

4*.5-»62m-05

- To + REL.
1.1SS66F.-03
3.95SB1E-03
3.2.I3B2E-03
7.27965E-03

.0A755
•0660^

SURFACE
f RROR

.IS769

.?O6bO

COSINE 4.0000E-01

FNERGT
l.OOOOE-OZ
1.0000E-00
S.OOOOE.OO
].»0OOE«O)

ENERGY
1.0000E-0?
1.0000E«0O
S.OOO0E»OO
1.40O0E.01

- TO •
1.I7619E
2.41660E
*.93S35E

• TO »
3.26B88E'
1.31375E.
S.!?017E'
i . ISSUE'

p.noi)OE-o]
SURFACE

REL. ERROR
04 .1)828
04 .08b24
05 .14301

43360
SURFACE

R E L . ERROR
•OS .99997
•03 .24521
•04 .36596
•04 .70715

E-06

COSINE 2.0000E-01

ENERSY
l.aoonE-02
l.OOOOE-00
5.0O0DE.00
1.400(lE>01

ENERGY
l.OOflOC-02
l.OOOOE.OO
5.0000E.00
1.4000E.01

- TO «
4.J5162E-
7.33807E-
1.86T68E-
».977]7E-

REL

- TO • PEL
0.
0.
1.0B334E-
0.

SURFACE
ERROR
.18856
.13421
.25740
.47046

SURFACE
ERROR

0.00000
0.00000
•99997

0.00000

« Tn • REL.
1.59D14C-05
9.02739E-05
2.70424E-0S
2.12789E-06

ERROR
.31199
,12810
,261!1
,70733

TO -
0.
0.
0.
0.

REL. ERROR
o.onooo
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

ER1OR
26110

•TO - REL
•13228E-0S
i01401E-04 1
,60002E-OS .27449
• 0.00000

• TO - REL. ERROR
0.0O0D0
0.00000
0.00300
0.00D00

SURFACE 10
TO •• REL. ERROR

1.48T91E-05 .31907
9.67136E-05 .13529
1.9B193E-0S .23009

REL. ERROR
0.000A0.
0.00000
0.00000

o.ooooo

• To - REL.
1.44101E-05
T.21624E-0*
1.85559E-0S
S.30213E-06

14

ERROR
.27626
.16004
.2*844
.44796

• TO -

10

REL. ERROR
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

TO - REL.
2.37352E-05
4.11331E-05
B.467«SE-06
0. 0

• TO - REL.
0. 0
0. 0
0. 0
0. 0

EtRQR
.32858

,35**6
•00000

ERROR
,01000
.00000
,00000
00000

- TO • HE I .
1.11928E-03
2.621ME-03
S.76856E-03
2.5OB66E-03

SURFACE
ERROR

.12528

.10114

.11858

.10445

11

0
0
0
0

M L . ERROR
0.00000
0.00000
0«00000
0.00000

SURFACE
• TO • RELi ERROR

7.54242E-04 ,14632
1.602S8E-03 .13628
1.I1526E-03 .16463
7.55346E-04 .191*6

SURFACE 11
- TO • REL. ERROR

4.47369F.0* .15315
6.11SS4E-04 .12390
*.97057E-0« .l»785
1.34T57E-0* ,40370

SURFACE 11
- TO • RELt ERROR

l,75729E-04 .20051
2.T82S3E-04 .20408
9.46670E-05 .)87oO
4.36955E-05 »<02T9

SURFACE 11
- TO . RELi ERROR

1.T6038E-04 .63524
1.16432E-04 .33807
3.02462E-05 .2*445
4.7886BE-05 .76560

• TO
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .

REL. ERROR
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
o.ooooe

. TO -
0.
0.
0.
0.

MEL. ERROR
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

• TO
0.
0 .
0.
0.

• RCL. ERROR
o.ooooe
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

1

0 .
0 .
0 .
0.

. TO - REL.
0
0
0
0

ERROR
.00000
.00000
.00000
.00000
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FLUX INTEGRATE!) OVER SURFACE

TIME 0.

FNERGV
1.0000E-02
l.ooonc.oc
$,OOOOE«OO

1,*OOOE«01

TIME 2.

FNFR6Y
l.OOOOE-02
l.OOOOE»OO
5.00floE*oo
1,*OOOE.O1

TIME «.

l.noocE-o?
l.OOOOE.OO
S.0O00E«OO
!.*000E«01

SURFACE

n
B.39392F-03
5.2622RE-02
2.69979E-02
1.46145E-02

SURFACE
IT

1.00*35E-02
0.
0.
0.

SURFACE
17

•.77182E-03
0.
0.
0.

2.0000F«01
R'-LATIVE

ERROR

TIME 6.0000E*01

ENERGY
1.0000E-02
I,OO<IOE«OC
5.OOOOE.OO
1.4000E.01

SURFACE
IT

S.23**6E-03
0.
0.
0.

.08590

.10*4*

.11777

RELATIVE
ERROR
.260*5

0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

RELATIVE
ERROR
.1883?

0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

RELATIVE
ERROR
.43527

0.00000
0.00000
0,00000

TIME 8.00OOE.O1 l,0000E<02
SURFACE RELATIVE

ENERGY 17 ERROR
1.0000E-02 3.S3549E-03 .20722
l.OOOOE.OO 0. 0.00000
5.0000E«00 0. 0.00000
l.*OOOE*01 0, 0.00000

PATH LEN8TH/V0LUME

TIME 0.

FNESGY
1.O00OE-01
5.0000E-OI
I.OOOOE«OO
5.0000E.00

CELL

5.928B3F-0*
6.71S35F-O*
3.79171E-0*
4.123I9E-O*
2.20469E-6*

l.OOOOE'OI
RELATIVE

ERROR
.03B1H
.015**
.0*026
.0**02
.05611

TIME I.OOOOt.OI ?.noooE«oi

ENERGY
I.OOOOE-01
5.0000E-01
1.0000E>00
S.OOOOE'OO
l.*000E*01

CELL
3

1.55371E-O*
0.
0.
o-
o.

RELATIVE
ERROR
.05980

0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

TIME s.oonot.oi

FNEROt
1.0000E-01
5.0000E-01
l.OOOOE'OO
S.OOOOE'OO
l.4O00E«01

TIME 4.

FNFRGY
L0O0OE-0!
S.OOOOE-OI
l.OO0OE<09
5.0000E.OO
1.4OHOE.01

CELL
3

1 S2753E
0.
0.
0.
0.

O'.r»01
CELL

3
3.942?«E
0.
0.
0.
0-

:-o*

*.OOOOE*O1
RELATIVE

ERROR
•065S*

0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

1.0000E.02
RELATIVE

ERROR
•0* .0*663

0.00000
0,00000
0.00000
0.00000

CAPTURES

ENFRGV 0.

TIMF
1 ,f)0OOF*Ot
2,noooF»oi
*.noooE«oi
1.0000E«02

ENFRGY 1.

TIME
I.OOOOE'OI
?.ooonf.oi
*.ooon(«oi
l.ooonf«02

ENFRGV 1.

TIMF
t.ooone«oi
2.0000E*01
*.OOCOE«01
1.0000E«02

ENERGY 1.

TIME
1.0OO0E"01
?.OOO0E*Ol
*.00OOE«01
l.oonnE»o?

TAPE RUMP NO

1.
CELL
*

T.TROJfiE-O1"
1.2»7?<)F-n»
?.*2261F-0*
S.984S0E-0*

0O00L-O3 1.
CELL
*

«.6?9»J4E-05
2.05025E-06
2.R792»f-o7
1.331»*E-0»

0001E-01 1.
CELL
4

1.93536E-0S
0.
9.
0.

OO0OE*OO I.
CELL
*

2.1SS52E-0*
0.
0.
0.

. 3

OOOOE-03
RELATIVE

ERROR
.01b9*
.0153*
.01**3
.0141.-!

O00OE-01
RELATIVE

ERROR
.011R5
.05*79
.1453*
.25337

OOOOE.OO
RELATIVE

ERROR
.0119*

0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

4O00E>01
RELATIVE

fRROR
.06206

0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

NPS • 18032

CELL
S

8.99111E-0S
1.414H0E-04
Z,7803*E-0*
7.KS85E-0*

CEi.L
5

5.10686E-OS
2.09608:^06
3.S99H6E-0T
3,S36«0E-0B

CELL
S

4.36357E-05
0.
0.
0,

CELL
5

2.15322E-0*
0.
0.
0.

RELATIVE
ERROR
.02*59
.0224*
.02046
.01 H5*

RELATIVE
ERROR
.01735
,07094
.15673
.42*23

RELATIVE
ERROR
.01047

0.00000
0.30000
0.00000

RELATIVE
ERROR
•12*35

0.00000
0,00000
0.00000

fHI« AT DETECTOR

TIMF 0.

?.OOOOE-00
1.4000E.O]

TIME 2.

ENERGY
1.0000E-0?
l,000OE»OO
S.OOOOE'OO
1.4000E«01

OETfCTOH
1

5.42H80E-07
1.19*37E-05
1.109H?F>0S
7.8901SE-06

IOOE.IJI «.OI
0E7ECT0R

1
1.60610E-06
4.77370E-08

2,0000E*01

TIME

ENERGY
1.0000E-02
1.0000E»00
5.OOOOE.OO
l.*O00E«Ol

•.000CE.01
DETECTOR

1
6.37449E-06
I.92792E-11
0.
0.

RELATIVE
ERROR
•13333
.04162
.04251
.05347

00OE.01
RELATIVE

ERROR
.10494
.43R6IS

0.00000
0,00000

00OOE.O2
RELATIVE

ERROR
.06239
.42(70

0.00000
0.00000
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THE FOLLOWING IS A COPT nF nsYFILE Jt'JMFE UP TO TIME 1 6 . 3 5 . 4 4

1S.43.4H IBMTR 00 CUOS 1.36 7 I / 0 9 / J 7 MACH, 14
TAPE SY76001J

I S . 4 l . 4 H %P/MTR .USFO MIIMTIIM OF 7 0 / 1 0 / 1 6 I N I T I A L I Z E D .
I S . 4 3 . * M *II«TR . jnH H A M F . T U W N U M ; > 1 F E . U A T E « 7 1 / 1 0 / 0 1

P L - S O . H - 1 0 M 1
1 S . 4 3 . 4 H FLUSHOF , | U > r | L l FL'JSnfn TO Dl iK - T» l S . 4 3 . 4 f )
1 S . 4 3 . 4 B RFMAPK .Of lyFluf C I P I F n TO FIl.ESET SYSTAT
I S . 4 3 . 4 H »i/MTR . F I L F SF.T CCO OPtNtD.SUFFER LENGTH » 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 .
1 S . 4 3 . » « »il«TR . F I L F SFT IMC OPFNEn.RUFFER LENGTH - 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 .
1 5 . 4 3 . 4 H VJMTO , F | | F SFT J0HIN CLOSI'.DtHUFFE" LENGTH • 0 0 0 3 2 1 0 0 .
1 S . 4 3 . 4 H . F H E SFT STATISTICS
1 S . 4 3 . 4 H . FiFAnS WRITES POSITIONS DISK ROS DISK MRS
is,*3.*fl unoonnn^j OOODOOOOO OODOOOOOZ OOOOOOOOI ooooooooo

15.43.
15.43.

.43,
15.43.

1 . rONTINUt HUN AND COPY OUTPUT TO TAPE.
lCUF4TF<FS>UUNTP tCLalliSCTa2000iPP.E»T>X«OCi3023>

F TO tKF"V"KKTPl
l i t TO.

15.41.49 »CTP
(UMTR .FILF SFT RUNTP OPENED.RUFFER LENGTH '00032100.

15.43.49 SP.MTR ROLLOUT STAUTED
50 .43 .SO *RMTP R(l( LOiJT UONF
1 5 . 4 H . 7 0 »LOS 05 »»0Oln?J IS ON UNIT 1 F ILE RUNTP fcOO A P I .
1A.?1.4»I tHMTR ROLLIN STARTED

l * . ? 1 . S 0 5UMIR « F I | F SET OUT OPFN'ED.BUFFER LENGTH • 0 0 0 3 2 1 0 0 .
16.30.12 tBMTR ROLLOUT STAUIEn
16.30.13 tHMTR ROLLOUT DONE.
1 6 , 1 7 . 1 6 »l*MTfl ROLLIN STARTED
1 6 , 3 ? , I T tRMIR MOLL IN DONE
1 6 . 1 5 , 4 2 NU76EL ,ENri
1 6 . 1 5 . 4 ? fUMTR . F I L E SET Î AGfc UPENED.RUFFEP LENGTH ' C 0 0 6 4 1 0 0 .
1 6 . 3 5 . 4 2 «|JMTR .F I i .E SET IMAGE CLOSLD.BUFFER LENGTH •0OOtS4]Of>.
1 6 . I S . 4 2 . F I L F SET STATISTICS
16.15.42 . filAOS ««ITES POSITIONS DISK (IDS DISK tms
16,35.42 OOOOOOOOO 000000003 00O00O00' OOOOOOOOO 00000000*
16.35.42 . L>A>00O0147115.UEVlCE'02
16.35.43 «CCP tIFIFALSE'TAPEI
It.35,43 «CCP tLAUELlTAPEl

16.3S.43 1UMTR .FILE SET RUNTP CLOSEDlBUFFCR LENGTH '10032100.
16,IS.43 .FILF SET STATISTICS
16.35.43 . REAPS WRITES POSITIONS DIM ROS DISK NR5
16.35.43 000000033 000000002 000000002 000000007 000000002
It.35.43 . L«A'000nl*374],lJtVICE.03
lt.3S.44 -CCP SCOP/OF,
16.35.44 PLUSHOF . D A r f i L E FLUSMET. TO DISK - T . 1 6 . 3 5 , 4 *

ALT/ll:2Mt(200)
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